Engaging
Stakeholders
A network of leading companies dedicated to
advancing stakeholder engagement and transparency
in pursuit of a more sustainable world.
MEMBER BENEFITS
SustainAbility hosts the network, drawing on our connections to thought leaders across the corporate, NGO and academic sectors
to bring members the latest insights. The following is an overview of the annual benefits of membership.
In-Person Workshops

Curated Virtual Network

SustainAbility hosts annual workshops, which enable valuable face-

SustainAbility curates an active on-line discussion and information-

to-face discussion with peers and experts while exploring key topics

sharing forum for members. This fosters conversation on topical

of relevance for the corporate transparency agenda. We develop the

issues among the membership.

agenda with members and build on our research theme. Members
may bring up to three people as part of the membership fee.

Account Management
Member companies are assigned a dedicated liaison from Sustain-

Member Briefings

Ability who is on hand for advice, and whose role is to get to know

We deliver a customized briefing related to our latest think tank

your business and its unique challenges. Liaisons meet with compa-

research and analysis in at least one annual meeting with you, in-

nies regularly, sharing ideas and channeling insights on sustainability

person or virtually.

issues.

Research Project

Discounted Consulting

We conduct one major research project each year, involving mem-

Members receive a discounted rate on SustainAbility consulting

bers as part of the research, on a topic related to the transparency

fees for work above and beyond the benefits provided through the

agenda. Phases of the research are delivered throughout the year

network. A discount of 10% applies for projects up to $100,000 (or

through webinars, in-person meetings, and peer calls, with delivery

equivalent).

of the full research findings at the workshops.
Virtual Meetings
Regular webinars and peer calls explore new trends and best

JOIN NOW
Corporate membership costs just $20K per year. Some of the

practices in transparency. Previous examples include peer input on

world’s biggest brands are members. To start networking with

sustainability reports, best practice in employee engagement, corpo-

them today or to find out more call us at +44 20 7269 6900

rate governance, and scenario planning on water risk. Attendance in

or +1 718 305 4537 or email stakeholders@sustainability.com

webinars for Engaging Stakeholders members is unlimited.

